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Abstract:

“Lean production” has become a prevalent rationalization methodology in healthcare. Value Stream Mapping (VSM) is a commonly used Lean tool to identify non-Value-Adding-Work. VSM is a participatory tool. Thus it may offer an opportunity to combine interventions for improved performance and ergonomics. The aim of the present exploratory study is to report observations that seem to play significant roles as inhibitors and facilitators for proper intervention processes when using VSM.

Seven hospital wards have been investigated in Denmark, Iceland and Sweden. Information was obtained by screening key hospital documents and interviewing participants in and around the VSM processes. Nine tape-recorded interviews were performed.

The results tentatively point to the facilitating effect on the VSM process by emphasizing involvement and decision-making among the participants, 1st line manager support and engagement, allocation of sufficient resources, work environment issues as part of the VSM methodology and VSM routines that are well-established and broadly accepted.
1. Introduction

During recent years “Lean production” has become a prevalent rationalization methodology in healthcare. One commonly applied Lean tool is Value Stream Mapping (VSM). It is used to identify non-Value-Adding-Work (non-VAW, i.e. “waste”) in e.g. patient flows (Keyte and Locher, 2004). Waste/non-VAW is defined as the part of the overall processing time that is spent by the employees in actions not creating value as perceived by the customer (Liker, 2004). VSM is a participative paper-and-pen tool performed in workshops by the employees. Initially a “current state map” is made. A list of proposals of how to reduce waste is then produced. Feasible ideas are included in a “future state map” in which non-VAW has been minimized according to the Lean production strategy. Finally, an Action Plan is established based on the future state map.

Several previous studies have consistently showed that non-VAW most often offers less risky exposures compared to VAW (Kazmierczak et al., 2005; Ostenvik et al., 2008; Jonker et al., 2011; Jonker et al., 2013; Palmerud et al., 2012). A reduction of the amount of non-VAW may thus potentially cause impaired physical and psychosocial working conditions, i.e. “work intensification”, as frequently discussed in the scientific literature (for references see Westgaard and Winkel, 2011). Accordingly, Lean is often perceived as a “threat” by employees at hospitals (Härenstam et al., 2000, Personal Communications). However, previous research suggests that the VSM process may be catalyzed by including work environment issues (Jarebrant et al, 2015).

Recently, an ergonomic module to VSM (ErgoVSM) has been developed for the healthcare sector (Jarebrant et al., 2014). ErgoVSM aims at assisting the users to consider also physical and psychosocial implications of the suggested interventions. The ErgoVSM tool is now evaluated in a Nordic Multicentre Study at several hospitals in Denmark, Iceland and...
Sweden (Winkel et al., 2012, full paper not yet published). In that study we observed that the willingness to participate in the ordinary VSM workshops differed considerably between the investigated hospitals. Specific contextual factors seemed to account for these differences. Earlier research in this field shows that numerous contextual factors may strongly affect the outcome of Lean change programs (e.g. Brännmark et al., 2012). A systematic review of Rivilis et al (2008) showed evidence of the effectiveness of participatory ergonomic interventions on health outcomes. This may to be due to the ownership to the proposed changes obtained by the participatory process (e.g. Westgaard and Winkel, 1997). Haines and colleagues (2002) proposed and validated nine dimensions of participative ergonomics and assessed five of these as particularly important: “decision-making”, “mix of participants”, “remit”, “role of ergonomics specialist” and “involvement”.

Thus, there may be many reasons for differences in willingness to participate in ordinary VSM workshops. On this background the aim of the present exploratory case study is to get further insight into potential facilitating and inhibiting factors.

2. Material and Methods

2.1 Investigated hospitals

The overall methodological approach was a comparative study of VSM processes at seven hospital wards in three Nordic countries; three in Sweden, one in Iceland and three in Denmark, all included in the above mentioned Multicentre Study (Winkel et al., 2012). The hospitals were not organizationally connected and had developed distinctly different VSM methodologies. Two wards decided not to fulfil the VSM process, one in Iceland and one in Sweden.

2.2 Methods

Context information was obtained by screening available key hospital documents
regarding decisions on introduction of Lean, aims and procedures. Researchers participated in the VSM workshops during which they made field notes.

Nine in-depth interviews, each lasting 20-40 minutes, were carried out. The informants were:

- **Sweden:**
  - A production developer at the hospital
  - The Lean coach of the workshops
  - The 1st line manager at the ward that decided to stop the VSM process
  - One participant in the VSM workshop (a physician) at the ward that decided to stop the VSM process

- **Iceland:**
  - The Lean coach of the VSM workshop
  - The two 1st line managers at the ward that decided to stop the VSM process (a physician and a nurse)

- **Denmark**
  - The Lean Manager at the hospital
  - The Lean coach of the VSM workshops

Our semi-structured topic guide for the interviews covered themes related to the study questions: (i) Previous experience of VSM and Lean (individual/at the ward/at the hospital); (ii) Who takes in general the initiative to perform VSM and selects what value stream to analyze; (iii) Aims of performing VSM; (iv) Facilitating and inhibiting factors of the workshop process.

2.3 Data analyses

The interviews were either transcribed or the interviewer made a short written summary including key statements followed by validation by the respondent. The data was first
analysed with reference to the five factors identified as particularly important in participatory ergonomics by Haines et al (2002). The themes were then analysed inductively.

3. Results

The Swedish wards:

The investigated Swedish hospital had about 4 300 employees and a turnover of about 370 million € per year. In 2006 top management at the hospital decided to deploy Lean (Lifvergren, 2010). This became a significant part of a more comprehensive strategy with a declared strong focus on efficiency and costs.

Internal documents from the hospital year 2013 indicated that “… (the hospital) has decreased number of employees by 80, …”. At the same time it was assessed that the production data indicated improvements compared to the previous year. But it was also communicated in internal reports that “… (the hospital) has not achieved the goal of a balanced budget”. Therefore it was decided that “… 6,5 million € will be identified in the processes …” and “… the economic issue comprising 27-33 million € should be solved in a few years”.

One of the three investigated wards (ward 3 below) did not complete their VSM workshops while the other two did. Action Plans were generally developed by other stakeholders in the Lean organisation who made the decisions regarding implementation.

- Ward 1: “Proposals were suggested but not recorded”; “In summary, the method did not work fully, because the group did not manage to create a Future State that was better than the Current State” (Lean coach).

- Ward 2: “Frequent disturbances for all professions. Must constantly prioritize ordinary work”; “physician and 1st line manager most active (during the
workshops), other silent”; “1st line manager deviate from the workshop” (Lean coach).

- Ward 3: A 3-hour workshop was performed during which the group initiated mapping of the “Present State” of the selected value stream. “The physician sits back from the table emphasizing that she needs to do other things” (Lean coach). The 1st-line manager did not participate. After the first workshop the participants decided not to continue. Following this decision the 1st line manager was interviewed. She stated: “… Decision to carry out VSM are not anchored among staff …”. During a similar interview with the physician participating in the VSM workshop she claimed:
  
  o “… I did not understand why they selected that flow…”
  o “… we did not think we had major problems with that flow …”.
  o “… we decided not to continue the VSM process as we prioritized other activities …”

  Researcher note regarding all three wards: “In general poor/no knowledge about VSM among the participants in the workshops”. During the interview with the production developer at the hospital he assessed: “… We do not consider work environment issues when running the VSM process …”.

The Icelandic ward:

The hospital had about 4 900 employees and a turnover of about 290 million € per year. In 2011 top management at the hospital decided to deploy Lean. The introduction of Lean was mainly based on support from McKinsey, an American global management consulting firm that focuses on solving issues of concern to senior management (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/McKinsey_%26_Company). They had no clear focus on work
environment issues that may result from introduction of Lean (researcher notes from workshops where Lean was introduced to employees at the hospital). However, they emphasized that no employees would become redundant due to Lean projects.

The investigated ward had two 1st line managers. After 10 months and seven workshops the 1st line managers decided not to fulfil this process. Initially, three employees participated in the workshops in addition to the Lean coach. Gradually all three members of the Lean team left due to maternity leave and going on part-time employment not allowing space for participation in the workshops. Routines for replacing these members were lacking. The Lean coach stated that “… the group members had limited connection to management”. One of the 1st line managers stated that "… wrong people were also chosen for the Lean team … an important occupational group was missing". The Lean team initiated implementation of proposals from their Action Plan but this process was interrupted when the Lean team disappeared. An additional reason was that the 1st line managers were not pleased with the proposals: “You can say that the result of the Lean project has been destruction of the formal system but nothing good came instead. So chaos is the result of the project” and further “… I should have followed the project through and be encouraging and supportive of the process”. The other 1st line manager said “Well, the problem with … (the partial implementation of suggested change) is that no good alternative came instead, so we kind of went backwards, that was rather disappointing”, and further “… we should have been more involved in this project to give support…”.

In general, the Lean coach stated “… we have problems motivating the participants of the VSM group …”. However, she perceived a facilitated VSM process at the investigated ErgoVSM ward (part of the Multicentre Study, Winkel et al 2012, see Introduction). Due to this, the Lean coach decided on her own initiative to include work environment aspects in the VSM processes performed at other wards not part of any research project. Positive effects on
those VSM processes were reported back to the researchers from the Lean coach. She stated: Generally, the work environment and how we can make it better has become a part of our Lean work. We always find something we can make better”.

The Danish wards:

The hospital had about 9500 employees and a turnover of about 830 million € per year. In 2006 top management at the hospital decided to deploy Lean. Each year between 2006 and spring 2010 top management selected a number of wards to implement Lean (http://www.ouh.dk/wm231659). “It was top down, it was ‘push’, and they (top management) wanted the clinical departments to work with Lean, … top management selected the departments that should work with Lean …” (Lean manager).

The results from the push approach were mixed and the Department for Operational Optimization (DOO) experienced that the selected wards did not take full ownership of the projects; “… the results were not sufficiently maintained” (Lean manager). This was partly explained by lack of time for Lean projects at the wards: “… (the) core task is indeed to treat patients, and the more projects that draw resources … the harder it is to get time for the daily operations” (Lean manager).

During fall 2009 the DOO proposed a new Lean concept to top management of the hospital: “Focused Interventions” (Internal memo to top management October 12, 2009). This was implemented spring 2010. The purpose of “Focused Intervention” was to “improve operating efficiency in order to increase revenue and/or reduce costs within the existing framework” (Internal memo to management October 12, 2009). The “Focused Intervention” concept is essentially a pull approach that relies on the wards to request support for a focused and well defined change project.

At this time aspects of the work environment were handled by part of the HR
department. However, the Lean Manager stated: “Typically they gathered people for a half to a full day workshop and talked about behaviour, rules and recognition…. But afterwards people … (were) … still faced with the day-to-day operations and nothing changed…, so you … (were) … back in the same old pattern”. Soon after, this part of the HR department was eliminated and DOO began to receive requests for help regarding aspects of the work environment such as stress-related issues. Due to this it was decided that the ”Focused Intervention” concept, originally defined as a rationalization approach, should also consider these issues. Thus, a new practice evolved mixing Lean and work environment issues and this appeared to work better than the original HR-approach: “By using Lean and focus on patient flow we can reduce stress” (Lean Manager). The “Focused Intervention” projects were sometimes also used to comply with requests from the Work Environment Agency (http://www.ouh.dk/wm315043).

The “Focused Intervention” implies a series of workshops where the staff develops solutions to their problems facilitated by a Lean coach from DOO. The workshops generally includes a larger number of staff participants than usually recommended in the Lean literature (e.g. Jarebrant et al., 2015; indicating 5-8 participants); in six observed projects with 27 workshops an average of 10 people from each ward participated. In general, the participating staffs were now replaced at their shifts when running the workshops.

Following introduction of the “Focused Intervention” concept the motivation at the wards seemed to change. The Lean manager stated: “… the departments’ request … your help … to change anything in daily operations, and … then you can also put a completely different pressure of expectations on them …”. The DOO continued teaching Lean courses to the hospital staff and “… by 2015 approx. 4000 people have attended” (Lean manager).

4. Discussion
The results of this exploratory pilot study tentatively point to the facilitating effect on the VSM process of supplementing the VSM tool with work environment issues which are of immediate concern for the employees, 1st line manager support, well-established and broadly accepted VSM routines, involvement of the participants and allocating additional staff resources to the wards participating in the VSM workshops.

According to Haines et al. (2002) five dimensions of participative ergonomics seem to be particularly important: “involvement”, “decision-making”, “remit”, “mix of participants” and “role of ergonomics specialist”. The VSM processes differed considerably between the hospitals regarding the three first mentioned dimensions. In Sweden the participants in the workshops only mapped present and future state, but were neither involved in developing the Action Plans nor making decisions regarding implementation. The activities that fell within participants’ remit did not include the complete improvement process; problem identification, solution generation, implementation and evaluation as described by Haines et al (2002). In all three countries the top-down (“push”) approach appeared to work poorly and allowed for little involvement. When the Danish hospital changed to a bottom-up (“pull”) approach the motivation seemed to increase. A bottom-up approach is presumed to increase empowerment (e.g. Westgaard and Winkel 1997, 2011), which is related to the factors ‘decision-making’ and ‘involvement’ (Haines et al., 2002).

In general, the VSM change methodology worked poorly at the Swedish and Icelandic hospitals while the Danish hospital, after an initial 4-year period, managed to develop and improve their processes. Previous research on participatory ergonomics interventions has shown the significance of e.g. management engagement, resource availability (time, material and personnel) and proper training in order to obtain impact (e.g. Eerd er al., 2010; Haines et al., 2010; Punnett et al., 2013; Rivilis et al., 2008). These issues also seem to be important in the present investigated change processes aiming at waste reduction (i.e. rationalisation).
Management engagement (1st line managers) was poor at both the Swedish and Icelandic hospitals but strong at the Danish hospitals where 1st line managers participated in VSM workshops. 1st line manager participation therefore seems to be an additional factor to ensure the success of VSM workshops.

Resource availability was considered at the Danish hospital by replacing staffs at their shift when they participated in the workshops and also by allowing a larger number of participants in the workshops than usually recommended (Jarebrant et al, 2015). Lack of time for participation in the workshops was assessed as a problem in Sweden and Iceland, and initially also in Denmark. The Danish hospital invested in comprehensive Lean training of the employees in contrast to the two other hospitals. Allocation of sufficient resources for these purposes may therefore contribute to the success of VSM workshops.

At the Icelandic hospital they had problems motivating the VSM groups and the fact that the Lean coach by herself started to include work environment issues in the VSM processes at the hospital illustrates the potential of including issues of immediate significance for the individual employee. The same experience was reported at the Danish hospital when they changed strategy 2010 allowing work environment issues to become an integrated part of the ordinary VSM processes and Action Plans.

At the Icelandic hospital Lean and VSM had recently been introduced. Thus the employees had not been trained and had low motivation to engage in the VSM processes. Using a computer-based excel spreadsheet rather than the well-established “paper-and-pen” procedure (see Introduction) seemed to inhibit participation. At the Swedish hospital they had changed the VSM procedure by excluding the workshop participants from assessing their own Action Plan. In Denmark, both a clear general Lean organisation and a clear VSM process were developed. This was supported by comprehensive training of the employees thus allowing the workshops to run efficiently. The procedures, prerequisites and aims were
broadly accepted by the employees at the hospital. Altogether, this points towards the significance of well-established and broadly rooted routines as an additional issue to obtain successful VSM processes.

As part of our Multicentre Study (Winkel et al 2012) we have communicated with several other Nordic Hospitals in addition to those investigated. At several of these hospitals Lean has become a buzzword with a strong negative association among employees. At one of the hospitals the head of the Lean program reported that they had stopped using the word Lean: “We have at present no focused efforts at Lean in the hospital. We have chosen to use the term Total Quality in our management system” (Personal Communication). Similar reports have also been received from 2 other large Nordic hospitals. Lean seems to have developed into a “dirty word”, in particular among the physicians. Unfortunately, and by obvious reasons, unsuccessful introductions of Lean are poorly analysed and published in the scientific literature. The negative associations to Lean are presumably due to the work intensification that often becomes the long-term result following introduction of Lean (Landsbergis et al, 1999). On this background, the present results may serve as a wake-up call, not at least at the many hospitals that now introduce Lean and VSM. In addition, it may also provide ideas for further research aiming at improved understanding of change processes in healthcare towards increased “organizational sustainability”, i.e. joint consideration of competitive performance and working conditions in a long term perspective (Westgaard and Winkel 2011).

The successful change in the Lean procedure at the investigated Danish hospital after year 2010 was related to issues facilitating the change process while the final aim of the process was unchanged; i.e. to “…improve operating efficiency in order to increase revenue and/or reduce costs within the existing framework” (see Results). This was also emphasized by the Lean manager (“… then you can also put a completely different pressure of
expectations on them”). It may be questioned if a facilitated change methodology is sufficient to increase organizational sustainability when the overall aim is revenue/costs/waste reduction only, given the strong relationship between waste reduction and work intensification (Jonker et al., 2011; Jonker et al., 2013; Kazmierczak et al., 2005; Ostenvik et al., 2008; Palmerud et al., 2012; Westgaard and Winkel, 2011).

Several initiatives on integration of production system performance and the work environment towards increased sustainability have been discussed from a theoretical point of view (Holden et al., 2008; Zink et al., 2008; Winkel and Westgaard, 1996) and a limited number of case studies have been carried out in industry (e.g. Bao et al., 1996; Kadefors et al., 1996; Neumann et al., 2009). Within healthcare we have not been able to identify such initiatives. During recent years the investigated Swedish hospital initiated praiseworthy projects aiming at integrating work environment issues into their primary development efforts in order to increase revenue and reduce costs (Jonson et al., 2013). However, this has apparently not implied any changes in their VSM procedures as observed in the present cases.

We are, however, aware of several running Nordic research projects on this issue.

VSM is today a widely used tool in industry as well as in healthcare. The aim is to catalyse Organizational Change. Within the prevalent Organizational Change Discourse, ‘Change Management’ is a relatively recent concept that has received a marked interest in the business literature (By et al., 2014). Theories and approaches to ‘Change management’ mostly lack empirical evidence (By et al., 2005). It has been defined as “the process of continually renewing an organization’s direction, structure, and capabilities to serve the ever-changing needs of external and internal customers” (Moran and Brightman, 2001). It is suggested that the present type of results may contribute to the scarce empirical basis of ‘Change Management’ towards theories and models for increased organizational sustainability.
5. Conclusion

The present exploratory case study points to the potential facilitating effect on change processes in healthcare by

(1) Emphasizing involvement and decision-making among the participants of the VSM workshops (cf. Haines et al., 2002)

(2) 1st line manager support and engagement

(3) Allocating sufficient resources for replacing staff at their shift when participating in VSM workshops and for comprehensive Lean training of the employees

(4) Supplementing the VSM tool with work environment issues of immediate concern for the employees

(5) Well-established and broadly accepted VSM routines

Each of these conclusions needs to be further investigated to properly understand their quantitative significance, possible causal relationships and potential pitfalls.
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